TO: The Faculty of the College of Engineering

FROM: The School of Aeronautics and Astronautics

RE: Change to Existing Course AAE 30100 Signal Analysis for Aerospace Engineering prerequisites

The faculty of the School of Aeronautics and Astronautics has approved the following changes to AAE 30100. This action is now submitted to the Engineering Faculty with a recommendation for approval.

From: AAE 30100 Signal Analysis for Aerospace Engineering
Sem. Fall, Spring; Cr 3; Lecture 3
Pre-requisites: MA 26500 Minimum Grade of D- or MA 35100 Minimum Grade of D- and MA 26600 Minimum Grade of D-

To: AAE 30100 Signal Analysis for Aerospace Engineering
Sem. Fall, Spring; Cr 3; Lecture 3
Pre-requisites: AAE 20000 Minimum Grade of S, (MA 26500 Minimum Grade of D- or MA 35100 Minimum Grade of D- and MA 26600 Minimum Grade of D-) and AAE 25100 Minimum Grade of D- (may be taken concurrently)

Reason: The new pre-requisites more accurately reflect the expectations coming into the course.

Tom I-P. Sheh, Professor and Head
School of Aeronautics and Astronautics

GPG

Approved for the Faculty
of the Schools of Engineering
By the Engineering
Curriculum Committee
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Chairman ECC
COURSE DESCRIPTION (INCLUDE REQUISITES/RESTRICTIONS):

Pre-requisites: AAE 20000 Minimum Grade of S, MA 28500 Minimum Grade of D- or MA 35100 Minimum Grade of D- and MA 28600 Minimum Grade of D- or MA 36600 Minimum Grade of D- and AAE 25100 Minimum Grade of D- (may be taken concurrently)


*COURSE LEARNING OUTCOMES: